
 

 

Note: Answer only Five questions for each question 12 marks 

 

Q1/Answer the following 

A) Write a prolog program that read a number (N), then test it according to the following rules: 

   If   N= 90 then return sin(N) 

   If  N=0 then return (its zero)  

   Otherwise return √𝑁 

B) Write the mathematical, logical or the string functions for the Five from the following operations, 

showing the result with example: 

1- Return one character from a string and return the reminder string. 

2- Return the value of ex. 

3- X is less than or equal Y  

4- Return the natural logarithm of X (base e) 

5- Return the cosine of its argument 

6- Convert any character (C) to its corresponding integer value. 

 

Q2/Write a prolog program for the following processing on list:  

A) Write a prolog program to find the difference between two lists of character such as: 

           diff([‘a’,’b’,’c’,’d]],[‘d’,’a’,’f’],L),The output should be :L=[‘b’,’c’].  

B) Write a prolog program to return the length of each word in a list of string, such as: such as 

length([“maha”,”ahmed”,”yousif”,L],L=[4,5,6]. 

 

Q3/ A) Trace the following clauses to find the output of the goal (reading) 

       Clauses 

a. 

a:-a. 

reading:- a, readchar(CHAR),write(CHAR),CHAR=’#’,!. 

reading. 

B) Write prolog program that take input as upper case sentence then return the integer 

value of each character in lower case such as: sen(“ABCD”, S). S=97 98 99 100. 

 

Q4/what is the output to the following program 
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A) Predicates  

Num (integer). 

Clauses 

Num(X):-X>=97, char_int(C,X), write(C). 
Num(X):-X>=65,X<=90, char_int(C,X), 

str_char(S,C),upper_lower(S,S1), write(S1). 
 

B) Predicates  

Sen. 

Start. 

Clauses 
run. 

run:-run. 

Sen:-run, readln(Str), isname(Str), 
concat(Str,”abcd”,X), write (X),nl,fail. 

Sen. 
 



Q5/  Write complete prolog program that read three records include workers 

information represented by(name, age, job, salary) ,assume the records are:  

worker (ahmed, 30, farmer,220). 

worker(layla, 26, cleaner,200). 

worker(Falah, 35, farmer,220). 

Then Do the following: 

1- Insert all the records as stack 

2- Findall workers whose (salary=220) 

3- Retract all records of (cleaner) workers 

4- Find the age of all workers whose work as a farmer. 

 

 

Q6/ A) write prolog Program that find the number of tokens and the length of each token 

in an input string such as: "ab c def" the output should be (3 tokens) and the length of 

each tokens is 2,1,3 respectively.  

B)  Numerous all file predicate instructions, give example for each predicates. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

GOOD LUCK 

 

 

 

 

 


